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About This Game

'VR Batting' is a virtual reality cricket simulator made for the HTC Vive. Pickup the bat, take guard and play!
From smashing the ball out of the park to playing textbook cover drives, play real cricket shots all over the ground in a virtual

cricket field.

Features:

- 360 degree freedom of stroke-play.
- Face deliveries of up to 100 miles per hour and challenge your reflexes.

- Variations in deliveries: Medium-Fast, Fast, Conventional Swing, Reverse Spin and Spin.
- Shred the ball past the fielders and battle against their AI to score runs.

- Two game modes: 5 Overs Mode and Survival Mode.
- Bat right handed or left handed.

- Leaderboards for highest score, survival mode and six distance, to compete against players from around the world.
- Immersive look and feel enhanced with haptic and audio feedback.

Upcoming features:

- Game achievements
- Different fielding settings
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A fun retro-pixel graphics game! If you loved the game Lemonade Stand, You'll really enjoy this! Getting your recipe &
temperature right (depending on the weather) gives it a good level of challenge! I've played for over 30 minutes now, and plan
on continuing later! You get engrossed selling your lattes every day you forget about ordering supplies and run out of coffee
halfway through the day.... *FACEPALM* The only bug i've noticed, was i tried to close the game, But there is no exit button,
so it made it challenging to close the game, (which the bug has now been addressed and there is a proper "Exit" button) but i
REALLY 100% reccommend this game! #InnerRealmStudiosFTW. Short and simple, but satisfying!

The game is simple to learn, and while I won't quite say "difficult to master", you'll definitely feel a sense of progression over
the course of the campaigns. The story just gets more and more captivating the further into the game you go, and the visuals,
music, and voice-work are all extremely impressive!

This game is easily worth the price of admission, and I for one would be happy to buy DLC down the road.. I have no clue what
the ♥♥♥♥ is going on in this game... but suddenly I feel calmer.. Don'Yoku is the reincarnation of the cabinet that sat in the
corner of your local dive arcade. You know, the one that gorged itself on the pocket change of the unwary and stubborn; the one
that had even the guy with seemingly superhuman coordination and reflexes sweating during the early levels. If you were that
guy, Don\u2019Yoku will reveal whether you\u2019ve still \u201cgot it.\u201d If you were the bystander who could barely
surmount stage one, then Don\u2019Yoku is your chance for redemption. Whatever your goal and whatever the outcome,
you\u2019re going to have fun.

This is a brutal but enjoyable game: tough but fair. The first stage mercilessly showers you with bullets. The second? Ditto. The
third? Same. The fourth? Guess. The fifth? Good luck getting there. As you make progress, Don\u2019Yoku will pour on the
rain in increasingly dense patterns, and you\u2019ll love every minute of it. Controls are just about as tight and responsive as
possible, so as much as you might curse the game when death comes (and it will), deep down you\u2019ll know the real reason
you keep eating bullets is poor plane placement and\/or slow reaction time. Granted, upon first encounter, some patterns will
appear impossible to dodge. In these instances, Don\u2019Yoku\u2019s weapon mechanics serve as a buffer. Strategic use of
your arsenal can extend your survivalbility by quite a bit.

You are given three planes to choose from, and each comes with a standard machine gun, an energy beam, and a
Don\u2019Yoku attack (basically, a bomb). Damaging enemies with the machine gun fills the Don\u2019Yoku counter (i.e.
gauge) for the Don'Yoku attack; whereas, the energy beam causes slight slowdown of onscreen action and converts kills to coins
for increased score. A huge part of surviving in Don\u2019Yoku involves efficient swapping of the the weaker machine gun and
the more powerful beam, as well as juggling Don\u2019Yoku energy stocking with Don'Yoku attack striking. Do this balancing
act well and combine it with effective dodging, and your plane can endure a beating.

All in all, great gameplay and cool presentation makes Don'Yoku a must-have for bullet hell aficionados.. When I first read
about it, the concept sounded really interesting - new layers to city building that were different than Sim City, which I will lose
myself in for hours. But when it actually came to playing it, the system was broken and the game itself was so glitchy and sticky
that I just gave up on it. Juggling faction territory was a pain, balancing upgrades with population mood was a pain, and basically
trying to do anything was a huge pain. There is such thing as challenging and fun, but this was just challenging. I wouldn't
recommend it. Try Banished instead.. Played it, and Liked it! Great alternative to SimCity4.. It was easy............. Worth the $5
bucks for this. Not a bad example.. hard to pass with time limit mode
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True to the esteemed history of Panzer Corps, the devs of this DLC can't even escape their pandering to wehraboos when
making a campaign for the eastern front from the Soviet perspective. If you play at a reasonable difficulty, you can expect wave
after wave of unstoppable ubermensch units made up of the Superior Aryan Bloodline to wreck your weak and feeble slavic'
armies', irregardless of virtually any of the actual factual context of the Eastern Front. You expect the Germans to run low on
supplies in the winter season campaigns? Get \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ed. You expect the German offensive at Stalingrad to
not be comprised of full strength unit after unit, like in the actual battle? Get \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ed. You expect the
German tanks to have immense difficulties penetrating your KV-1s and T-34s in the early war battles? Nah, get
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ed. You want the unreliability of mid to late war German armor to be modeled into the game? Get
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ed, Pather transmissions were perfectly designed and never failed, German engineering is best
engineering. Pass on this \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665if you've ever read a
somewhat accurate text on how the Eastern Front actually went down, buy this crap if you just want to have yourself another
good and proper Panzer Corps wank about how goddamn brilliant Guderian was and how Hitler totally would have won WWII
if he just listened to his wargammers.. Can i have a refund its so lagy u have to die to leave i kelled every one so i had 2 get this
restarted. this is a nice and relaxing and entertaining game. I cried. A lot.. I didnt make it through 5 minutes of this VN. Why?
YOU CANT SAVE DURING CHOICES. What the duece man? Exploring choices is a fundameental part of most VN's these
days. All in all, I like the art style, the music is original, and it looks like there was some work put into the game. However,
player beware.
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